
April Fool’s? Calling a male person a “man” ILLEGAL in Scotland starting April 1

Description

ENGLAND : In a few short weeks, it will no longer be legal for people in Scotland to refer to 
males as “men,” thanks to the passage of the Hate Crime and Public Order (Scotland) Bill.

Said bill was passed three years ago, but will only just now come into effect on April 1, 2024, also
known as April Fool’s Day. Because of the bill’s ridiculous implications, many are wondering if it is
some kind of April Fool’s joke.

The bill appears to have been passed because of a “crime” committed by Harry
Potter author J.K. Rowling, who was reported to the police in England for calling “trans
woman” broadcaster India Willoughby, a biological male, a “man.”

Because Willoughby self-identifies as a “trans woman,” he demands, like many other LGBTQ+s do,
that he be referred to using “she” pronouns, or perhaps “they” pronouns (who really cares, right?).

Rowling, a notable public figure, refused to play ball, and here we are today in 2024 with the imminent
execution of the Hate Crime and Public Order (Scotland) Bill, which prohibits using the “wrong” gender
pronouns in reference to LGBTQ+s.

While England, ironically enough, where the non-crime was committed by Rowling – Northumbria
Police later confirmed to Rowling that she did not, in fact, commit any crime by referring to Willoughby
as a he – still maintains some semblance of free speech, Scotland is on a dark road to 1984-style
tyranny of epic proportions with the implementation of the Hate Crime and Public Order (Scotland) Bill.

Scotland is gone

Ironically, the new bill will start being enforced by police on the very same day that a new law
enforcement cost-cutting measure is implemented that will allow for about one in every 20 actual
crimes to no longer be investigated by police.

“If somebody breaks into your garden shed and steals your bike, for example, or if your car is
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vandalised, then no action will be taken unless there is a witness or other evidence such as CCTV
footage,” reports Scottish Daily Express.

“However, if you were to say that you wouldn’t want an adult transgender female with male
genitalia to share a changing room at the swimming pool with your daughter, then you may
risk prosecution.”

The individual responsible for the new hate crimes bill in Scotland is First Minister Humza Yousaf, who
while serving as Justice Secretary put it forth – though Yousaf says it was not actually his idea.

His predecessor, Nicola Sturgeon, is the real brainchild between the pro-LGBTQ+ legislation, Sturgeon
having openly proclaimed that she wanted to leave behind a “legacy” with the Gender Recognition
Reform Act, which allows people in Scotland to legally change their gender after just three months,
even if there are no medical grounds to do so.

That horrific legislation ended up failing after a convicted double rapist was sent to a female prison
using the “transgender” excuse. Unfortunately for the Scottish people, the new hate crimes bill, which
was hatched while the world was distracted by the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) “pandemic,” is
coming into effect on April 1.

“Unlike in England and Wales, there is no provision for Police Scotland to ignore ‘trivial, malicious or
irrational’ complaints and all reports of hate crime MUST be recorded, no matter how nonsensical they
are,” Scottish Daily Express warns.

“This could – in theory – even see the new book in which the Loch Ness monster is
depicted as a male (traditionally, Nessie is regarded as a she-monster) recorded on police
systems for ‘misgendering.’”

By Ethan Huff
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